
16.12 Review
16.12.1 Key knowledge summary
16.2 Defining liveability• Different people have different perceptions of liveability.• Perceptions of liveability are coloured by a person’s background, stage in life and expectations.

16.3 Where are the most liveable cities?• Cities around the world are ranked against a set of criteria to create the liveable city index.• Melbourne, Vienna and Vancouver have for several years shared the number 1 ranking; however, in
2018 Melbourne dropped to second place, Vancouver to sixth and Vienna has taken the top spot.• Changes to the top ten rankings are largely the result in improvements made in cities that are pushing
to move up the rankings.• There is more than one ranking index, but one that is widely used and relied on for this subtopic is
produced by the Economist Intelligence Unit.

16.5 Melbourne — a liveable city• Melbourne has featured in the top ten most liveable cities for many years.• Some factors, such as weather, work both for and against Melbourne as a liveable city.• Melbourne is a city of great contrasts.

16.6 Liveability and sustainable living• Liveability and sustainability are different.• High-income countries feature strongly in the list of liveable cities; however, these cities also have a
high ecological footprint.• A high ecological footprint means we are using resources at a faster rate than they can be regenerated
by the Earth.

16.7 Less liveable cities• Less liveable cities tend to be in developing countries.• Extreme poverty is an issue in these places, with many living below the poverty line.• Literacy levels are low, though showing some improvement.

16.8 Improving liveability• For those living below the poverty line,
liveability will not improve until they have
access to enough food.• While some people do not have enough to
eat, others have too much.• Hunger has social, environmental and
economic impacts.• The United Nations has identified poverty as
the underlying cause of low liveability.• Australia provides aid to many countries
around the world.

16.9 Liveable communities and me• People have different perceptions of liveability and this is coloured by their stage in life and where
they live.• Bicycle-sharing schemes are increasing and are a way of reducing traffic congestion, reducing
pollution and improving health.• Beijing in China has more share bikes than any other community.• Paris is introducing electric bikes to its bike-sharing system.
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16.12.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

16.12 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview: <content to come>
<content to come>

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxx)

Interactivity Liveable places crossword (int-xxxx)

KEY TERMS
agriculture the cultivation of land, growing of crops or raising of animals
appropriate technology technology designed specifically for the place and the people who will use it. It is

affordable and can be repaired locally.
base map the map underneath an overlay
biodiversity the variety of life in the world or in a particular habitat or ecosystem
census an official count or survey of a population, which often seeks and records other information about

people. The Australian Bureau of Statistics conducts a national census every five years.
distribution the way things are spread across an area
ecological footprint the total area of land that is used to produce the goods and services consumed by an

individual or country
formal describes an event or venue that is organised or structured
global citizens people who are aware of the wider world, try to understand the values of others, and try to make

the world a better place
informal sector jobs that are not officially recognised by the government as official occupations and that are not

counted in government statistics
literacy rate the proportion of the population aged over 15 who can read and write
livestock animals raised for food or other products
natural environment elements — such as wind, soil, flowing water, plants and animals — that influence the

characteristics of an area
non-government organisations non-profit group run by people (often volunteers) who have a common interest

and perform a variety of humanitarian tasks at a local, national or international level
population density the number of people living in a square kilometre
temperate climate climate with generally warm summers and cool winters, without extremes
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